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The pre ision of an analysis based on abstra t interpretation does not only depend

on the expressiveness of the abstra t domain, but also on the way xpoint equations are solved:
exa t solving is often not possible.

The traditional solution is to solve iteratively abstra t

xpoint equations, using extrapolation with a widening operator to make the iterations
Unfortunately, the extrapolation too often loses
A

onverge.

ru ial information for the analysis goal.

lassi al te hnique for improving the pre ision is widening with thresholds, whi h bounds

the extrapolation. Its benet strongly depends on the

hoi e of relevant thresholds. In this pa-

per we propose a semanti -based te hnique for automati ally inferring su h thresholds, whi h
applies to any
i

ontrol graph, be it intrapro edural, interpro edural or

on urrent, without spe-

assumptions on the abstra t domain. Despite its te hni al simpli ity, our te hnique is able

to infer the relevant thresholds in many pra ti al
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ases.
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Elargissement ave seuils pour les programmes à stru ture de
ontrle omplexe
Résumé :

La pré ision d'une analyse fondée sur l'interprétation abstraite dépend no seulement

de l'expressivité du domaine abstrait, mais aussi de la façon dont les équations abstraites sont
résolues: la solution optimale n'est en eet pas toujors

al ulable. La te hnique traditionnelle est

de résoudre itérativement les équations de point-xe abstraites, en ee tuant des extrapolations
à l'aide d'un opérateur d'élargissement pour faire

onverger les itérations.

es extrapolations induisent fréquemment la perte d'informations

Malheureusement,

ru iales pour l'obje tif de

l'analyse.
Une te hnique

lassique pour améliorer la pré ision est  l'élargissement ave

borne l'extrapolation. Son e a ité dépend fortement du

seuil , qui

hoix de seuils pertinents. Nous propo-

sons i i une te hnique de nature sémantique pour inférer automatiquement des seuils pertinents,
qui s'applique à nimporte quel graphe de

ontrle, qu'il soit intrapro édural, interpro édural ou

on urrent, sans hypothèse spé ique sur le domaine abstrait. malgré sa simpli ité te hnique,
ette te hnique infère les seuils pertinents dans beau oup de

Mots- lés :

as pratiques.

Interprétation abstraite, Domaine abstraits numériques et symboliques, Polyèdres

onvexes, Résolution d'équations sémantiques, Élargissement
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1 Introdu tion and Related Work
Many stati
equation

analysis problems boil down to the

X = F (X), X ∈ C

where

C

omputation of the least solution of a xpoint

is a domain of

derived from the semanti s of the analyzed program.

on rete properties, and

F

a fun tion

Abstra t Interpretation [1℄ provides a

theoreti al framework for redu ing this problem to the solving of a simpler equation in a domain

A

of

abstra t properties :

Y = G(Y ), Y ∈ A
Having performed this

stati approximation,

The paper fo uses on this problem.

It

(1)

one is left with the problem of solving Eqn. (1).

onsiders the traditional iterative solving te hnique

with widening and narrowing, and fo uses more spe i ally on the widening with thresholds
te hnique. We rst review existing te hniques before presenting our approa h.

Exa t equation solving.

Some te hniques have been re ently proposed for solving dire tly

Eqn. (1) in the

on rete properties are invariants on numeri al variables. In [2, 3℄

ase where

lasses of equations on intervals are identied, for whi h the least solution
polynomial time.
su

Poli y iteration

ession of simpler equations

an be

omputed in

methods, inspired by game theory, solve Eqn. (1) by solving a

Y = Gπ (Y )

indexed by a

poli y π .

They have been applied for

instan e to intervals [4, 5℄ and template polyhedra [6, 7℄. However, su h approa hes are

urrently

restri ted to domains that infer lower/upper bounds on a xed set of numeri al expressions. This
ex ludes numeri al abstra t domains like

onvex polyhedra [8℄ or symboli

sets of words [9℄ or terms [10℄. Hen e, they do not make obsolete the

abstra t domains for

lassi al iterative method

des ribed next.

⊤b

Approximate equation solving by widening/narrowing.

G(Y ) ⊑ Y

Y0 = ⊥, Yn+1 =

Y∞ b Z0

Under the

G(Yn )
only if

lassi al hypothesis the sequen e

onverges to

A

does not

is not the

lfp(G).

However, this method is ee tive

gfp(G)

ontain innite as ending sequen es, whi h

b

b

Abstra t Interpretation proposes to extrapolate the limit by
using a

widening

operator

∇ : A × A → A.

One

b

(2)

Y2

b

onverges within a bounded number of iterations to a

Y1

b

post-xpoint

Y∞ ⊒ lfp(G),

G(Y ) ⊒ Y

The approximations

Y0

an be partially re overed by performing

⊥

see Fig. 1.

b

a few des ending iterations dened by the sequen e

Z0 = Y∞ , Zn+1 = G(Zn )
This is the most

Z2

lfp(G)

Y0 = ⊥, Yn+1 = Yn ∇G(Yn )

indu ed by widening

Z1

G(Y ) = Y

omputes the

as ending sequen e

whi h

b

ase in all the abstra t latti es mentioned above.

Figure 1: Kleene iteration with
widening and narrowing

(3)

ommon instan e of the

on ept of

narrowing

(see [11℄). In pra ti e, des ending

sequen es propagates guards in the Control Flow Graph (CFG) of the program.
The use of widening adds
by the

dynami approximations

to the

stati approximations

indu ed

hoi e of the abstra t domain. Although it is shown in [11℄ that abstra t domains with

innitely as ending sequen es
these dynami

an dis over properties that simpler abstra t domains

approximations often raise a

ura y issues.

abstra t domains (like intervals [12℄, o tagons [13℄ and
widening

onsists in keeping in the result

satised by

RR n° 7673

Q.

Despite this

annot infer,

For instan e, for many numeri al

onvex polyhedra [8℄) the standard

R = P ∇Q the numeri

lear geometri al intuition, in the

al

onstraints of

P

that are still

ontext of program analysis it is
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di ult to predi t and to keep under

ontrol the loss of information it indu es. More generally,

to the best of our knowledge, no widening operator is monotoni
a heuristi

method.

4

and widening is ultimately

Moreover, as we will show in Se tion 3, narrowing often fails to re over

important information lost by widening, even on simple examples. In the extreme
the fun tion

G

is

extensive (i.e., ∀Y ∈ A, Y ⊑ G(Y )), narrowing

Te hniques for ontrolling dynami approximations.

ase where

has no ee t at all.

Several te hniques have been de-

signed to address the widening problem. One approa h is to propose improved widening operators, like [14, 15, 16℄. Other approa hes are more global.
aims at

For instan e,

omputing pre isely with a single formula the ee t of a

[17℄, and relies on widening for more

omplex

y les. The

abstra t a eleration

elerable

y les in the CFG

guided stati analysis

te hnique of

[18℄ alternates as ending and des ending sequen es on an in reasingly larger part of the system
of equations. This method applies to any abstra t domain and it improves the a
analysis in many

ura y of the

ases, but it relies ultimately on the ee tiveness of narrowing, whi h is far

from being guaranteed (see Se tion 3).

Widening with thresholds. Among lo al te hniques, widening up-to or widening with thresholds attempts to bound the extrapolation performed by the standard widening ∇ operator [8, 19℄.
The idea is to parameterize ∇ with a nite set C of threshold onstraints, and to keep in the
R = P ∇C Q those onstraints c ∈ C that
C | Q |= c}. In pra ti e, one extrapolates up
result

are still satised by

Q: P ∇C Q = (P ∇Q) ⊓ {c ∈

to some threshold; in the next iteration, either

the threshold is still satised and the result is better than with the standard widening, or it is
violated and one extrapolates up to the remaining thresholds.
On simple examples with a relevant

hoi e of thresholds, widening with thresholds does not

improve upon standard widening and narrowing. However, in the

ases where narrowing is not

ee tive, widening with thresholds may behave mu h better: similarly to abstra t a

eleration

te hniques, widening with thresholds prevents from going too high in the latti e of properties
(see Fig. 1) and from propagating ina

urate invariants in the CFG of the program, whi h

annot

be strengthened later by narrowing. However, the benet provided by widening with thresholds
fully depends on the

hoi e of the thresholds.

Our ontribution: thresholds inferen e.

This paper develops a semanti -based te hnique

to infer automati ally relevant thresholds, by propagating

onstraints in the CFG of the program

in an adequate way.
After giving in Se tion 2 some preliminaries about iterative equation solving with widening
and narrowing, Se tion 3 applies it to several small examples to illustrate the strengths and
weaknesses of narrowing. We also analyze

arefully the problem of inferring relevant thresholds

on these examples and we show that, although widening with thresholds is dened as a lo al
improvement of the standard widening, the relevant thresholds depend on more global properties
of the program.

After having progressively given the hints behind our inferen e te hnique,

Se tion 4 formalizes it in a generi
appli ation to more

way, illustrates it on the running examples, and dis usses its

omplex abstra t domains.

Se tion 5 evaluates it on a number of example programs and
and pre ision to guided stati

ompares it w.r.t. both e ien y

analysis [18℄ and poli y iteration [4℄.

This

omparison shows

that our te hniques is almost always as or more pre ise than the mentioned te hniques for
all the examples we tested.
intrapro edural programs.
on urrent programs.
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w.r.t. e ien y, our te hnique is slightly slower for sequential,

We also dis uss the less favorable

ases of interpro edural and/or

Widening with Thresholds for Programs with Complex Control Graphs
A strength of our approa h is that it
at improving dynami

an easily be

ombined with other approa hes aiming

approximations, in parti ular abstra t a

more pre ise than our inferen e te hnique

5

eleration [17℄, whi h may be

when it is appli able.

2 Preliminaries and Notations
The equations to be solved.

We assume a stati

analysis problem formalized as an equation

system

X (k) = F (k) (X)
where

X (k) ∈ C

program.

is typi ally the

X = (X (1) , . . . , X (K) ) ∈ C K

(4)

on rete property asso iated with a node of the CFG of the

The te hni al assumptions are that

(C, ⊆)

is a

omplete latti e ordered by logi al

(k) are ontinuous. In the ase of an imperative program without
impli ation, and the fun tions F
pro edure

X (k)

S

=
k′ ; k.

all, we have an intrapro edural CFG and Eqn. (4)

k ′ ;k (X (k ′ ) ) where
k ′ ;k F

′
F k ;k is the semanti

an be rewritten into a system

fun tion asso iated to the CFG edge

In relational interpro edural analysis however, the pro edure return operation may

ombine both the information at the

all-site in the

aller and at the exit-site of the

allee, see

for instan e [20, 21℄.
We assume an abstra t domain
tion

γ : A → C,

(A, ⊑)

onne ted to

C

with a monotone

on retization fun -

yielding the system of equations

Y (k) = G(k) (Y )

Y = (Y (1) , . . . , Y (K) ) ∈ AK

(5)

∀k : γ ◦ G(k) (Y ) ⊇ F (γ(Y (1) ) . . . γ(Y (K) )). The fun tions
and A is assumed to be a latti e equipped with a widening

derived from Eqn. (4) in the sense that

G(k) are assumed to be monotoni

operator ∇ : A × A → A satisfying the

te hni al assumptions des ribed in [11℄.

In all the examples of this paper, the stati

analysis problem is the

values of the numeri al variables of a program.

A will be the

omputation of rea hable

onvex polyhedra domain, equipped

with its standard widening operator, see [8℄ for the full denition.

Solving by Kleene haoti iteration.
apply the te hnique of Bourdon le [22℄,
the iteration order

(k)
Y0

1...K

i.e.,

W

haoti

iterations with widening. That is, we follow

and we apply widening to the subset

= ⊥

(k)
Yn+1

=

(

where
The subset

In all the examples, in order to solve Eqn. (5), we

(k)

Yn ∇Y ′
Y′
′

Y =

is su h that any dependen y

if

W

of widening nodes as follows:

k∈W

otherwise

(6)

(0)
(k−1)
(k)
(K)
G(k) (Yn+1 . . . Yn+1 , Yn . . . Yn )

y le in Eqn. (5)

ontains a node in

W.

Narrowing

by des ending iteration (Eqn. (3)) is performed similarly on a partitioned system. In pra ti e,
one rst de omposes the dependen y graph indu ed by the system of equations (5) into strongly
onne ted

omponents, and then one solves ea h

following a linearized order

omponent using widening and narrowing

ompatible with the topologi al order between

omponents.

3 The widening/narrowing approa h in pra ti e
This se tion illustrates the widening/narrowing approa h for the analysis of numeri al variables
of small examples. It points out the limitations of narrowing for re overing the information lost
by widening, and gives the intuition about how to infer relevant threshold

onstraints. We end

the se tion with the rationale for the inferen e method we propose in Se tion 4.

RR n° 7673
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var i,j:int;
begin
i=0; j=10;
while i<=j do
i = i+2;
j = j-1;
done;
end

As ending sequen e
(2)
Yn

1
n
1
2
3′
3

i=0
j = 10
i ≤ j?
i = i+2
j = j −1

2

i ≥ j +1?

n
1

3

6

i = 0 ∧ j = 10
i+2j = 20 ∧ 0 ≤ i ≤ 2
i+2j = 20 ∧ 0 ≤ i ≤ 4
i+2j = 20 ∧ 0 ≤ i

(3)

Yn

i+2j = 20 ∧ 22 ≤ 3i

Des ending sequen e
(2)
Zn

i+2j = 20 ∧ 0 ≤ 3i ≤ 26

(3)

Zn
i+2j = 20 ∧ 22 ≤ 3i ≤ 26

Figure 2: Example: single loop

3.1

Analysis of a simple loop program

Our introdu tory example is the program depi ted on Fig. 2. The double-line around a CFG
node indi ates a widening node in

W.

The table on the right details the Kleene iteration with

widening and narrowing (des ending sequen e), starting from

⊥

at the two node 2 and 3 . In

the steps 1 and 2, the widening operator has no ee t. The row indexed by 3'
omputation of

Y

′ in Eqn. (6). In step 3, we have

(2)
Y3

=

orresponds to the

(2)
(2)
Y2 ∇Y3′ and the ee t of widening

is the loss of the upper bound on i. One des ending step dis overs the

onstraint

i ≤ 26/3,

whi h

(2)
omes from the post ondition of Y3
by the loop:

loop transition

implied by Y (2)

z }| 3{ z
}|
{
∃i, j : i+2j = 20 ∧ i ≤ j ∧ i′ = i+2 ∧ j ′ = j −1

This example

alls for two important observations:

Z (3) at
i ≤ 26/3 is

(1) The invariant
means that

=

point

the right bound for

i

(7)

⇒ i′ ≤ 20−2(i′ −3)
{z
}
|
′
= 3i ≤ 26

an be rewritten into

3

(i′ = 20−2j ′ ∧ i′ ≤ j ′ +3 )

i + 2j = 20 ∧ 8 − 32 ≤ i ≤ 8 + 23 .

This

at node 2 if one abstra ts away the arithmeti

properties.
(2) If one wants to use widening with thresholds, the guard of the loop
threshold

(2)

Y3
(2)
Y4′
(2)
Y4

=
=
=

is not a useful

(2)

(2)

Y2 ∇{i≤j} Y3′ = i+2j = 20 ∧ 0 ≤ i ≤ j
(2)
G(Y3 )
= i+2j = 20 ∧ 0 ≤ i ≤ j +3
(2)
(2)
Y3 ∇{i≤j} Y4′ = i+2j = 20 ∧ 0 ≤ i

The ee t of using this threshold

onstraint allows us to keep the

but this bound is violated at step

4′

does not

i≤j

onstraint. Starting from step 3, we would obtain

onstraint

i≤j

at step

3,

by the post ondition of the loop transition, hen e this

hange the nal result.

the important onstraint in a simple while loop is the
post ondition of the guard of the loop by the loop body, here i ≤ j +3, see Eqn. (7).

The important point here is that

3.2

Four problemati

examples

Two non-deterministi loops.

The CFG of Fig. 3 is typi ally the result of the asyn hronous

parallel produ t of two threads with a simple loop.
quen es. The as ending sequen e

RR n° 7673

onverges to

It shows the limitation of des ending se-

Y (2) = 0 ≤ i ∧ 0 ≤ j .

The des ending sequen e
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var i:int;
begin
i=0;
while true do
if ? then
i=i+1;
if i>=100 then
i=0;
done;
end

1
i=j =0
(a)
i ≤ 9?
i = i+1

(b)
j ≤ 9?
j = j +1

2

i ≥ 10 ∧ j ≥ 10?
3
Figure

3:

deterministi

Example:

two

non-

1
i=0
2
i ≤ 99? i ≥ 100?
i=0
i = i+1
3

Figure 4: Example: a single loop with break

loops

var i,j:int;
begin
i=0; j=0;
while i<=9 do
j=0;
while j<=9 do
j=j+1;
done;
i=i+1;
done;
end

7

1
i=j =0
j ≤ 9?
j = j +1

i ≤ 9?
j =0
2

3
j ≥ 10?
i = i+1

i ≥ 10?
4

As ending sequen e
(2)
Yn

n
1
2′
2
3′
3
4′
4

i=j =0
i=j =0
i=j =0
0 ≤ i ≤ 1 ∧ 10i ≤ j
0≤i
∧ 10i ≤ j
0≤i
∧ 0≤j
0≤i

n
1
2

Zn
0≤i ∧ 0≤j
j ≤ 10i ∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ 10

(3)

Yn

i=j =0
i=0 ∧ 0≤j ≤1
i=0 ∧ 0≤j
0≤i≤9 ∧ 0≤j
0≤i
∧ 0≤j
0≤i
∧ 0≤j
0≤i
∧ 0≤j

Des ending sequen e
(2)

0≤i
0≤i

(3)

Zn
∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ 10
∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ 10

Figure 5: Example: nested loop

fails to improve it:

(2)

Z1

= G1;2 (Y (1) ) ⊔
G2;2(a) (Y (2) )
⊔
G2;2(b) (Y (2) )
= {i = j = 0} ⊔ {1 ≤ i ≤ 10 ∧ 0 ≤ j} ⊔ {0 ≤ i ∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ 10}
=
{0 ≤ i ∧ 0 ≤ j}
i

The problem is that, for both variables

and

j,

there is always one in oming edge in node 2

that propagates an invariant without an upper bound on it.

As a result, no variable gets an

upper bound in the result.

A single loop with break.
Fig. 4. The dashed self-loop
the environment.

Another example, inspired by a real

omes from the non-deterministi

ontroller, is depi ted on

test  ? modeling an input from

When the then bran h is not taken, nothing happens in the loop body.

It makes the transfer fun tion on node

G(2) (Y ) ⊒ G2;2 (Y (2) ) = Y (2) .
(2) = i ≥ 0 found by the as
invariant Y

2 extensive:

the des ending sequen e will never improve the

Hen e,
ending

sequen e.

Nested loop.

The nested loop program of Fig. 5

ontains two widening nodes 2 and 3 and

raises some additional issues. The as ending sequen e loses the two
and

onstraints

j ≤ 10

(step 2)

i ≤ 10 (step 3) as expe ted (it even loses 0 ≤ j at step 4). The des ending sequen e rst
j ≤ 10 at point 3 , but then fails to re over i ≤ 10 at point 2 . The problem is similar

re overs

to the problem with the non-deterministi




at point 2 , the in oming edge 3
at point 3 the self-loop 3

Hen e,

i ≤ 10

;

loops of Fig. 3:

i ≤ 9,
i ≤ 9.

2 is not guarded by

3 is also not guarded by

and

is neither re overed at node 2 nor 3 . On this example, the guided stati

of [18℄ also fails to dis over this bound.

RR n° 7673

;

analysis
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This example

8

alls for additional remarks:

(3) Applying the heuristi s sket hed at the end of Se tion 3.1 for generating the threshold
onstraint,
on

i,

onsidering the post ondition of the guard

i≤9

by the body of the outer loop

be omes more di ult: this already implies a xpoint

j.

inner loop on

i,

Even if this inner loop does not modify

omputation be ause of the
the in rementation of

i

still

depends on its termination.
(4) It shows that, on e an important fa t is lost and the indu ed approximation is propagated,
it is not always possible to re over it with narrowing.
Hen e, if one is able to infer

i ≤ 10

as a threshold

onstraint at the loop head 2 , we need

to propagate it also to the inner loop head 3 , otherwise widening at node 3

an lose this

property preserved at node 2 , and propagate this loss ba k to node 2 .

A loop with onditional and guided analysis.

Our last ex-

ample, depi ted on Fig. 6, is taken from the guided stati
ysis paper [18℄.

in the rst

j are in remented together until i = 51; in the se i is in remented and j is de remented, and the loop exits
with i = 102 and j =−1. The standard approa h nds, at node 4 ,
(4)
Y (4) = j ≤−1 ∧ j ≤ i+ 1 and Z1 = 51 ≤ i ∧ j =−1 and does not
dis over i ≤ 102.
one,

i

The loop pro eeds in two phases:

anal-

and

ond one,

The idea of guided stati

analysis is to perform a sequen e of

var i,j:int;
begin 1
i=0; j=0; 2
while true do
if i<=50 then j=j+1;
else j=j-1;
if j<0 then goto 4
i=i+1;
done; 4
end

as ending/des ending iterations on a in reasingly larger part of the

Figure 6:

CFG. The intuition is that widening makes the impli it assumption

with

Example:

loop

onditional

that the behavior of the program is regular. This assumption is
obviously violated when a new behavior is a tivated in the program (in Fig. 6, su h a new
behavior is the a tivation of the else bran h in the loop body). Hen e the prin iple of [18℄ is
(i) to dis over the
a

urrently a tive part of the CFG (by a simple propagation); (ii) to perform

omplete analysis with widening and narrowing on this part, starting from the invariants

dis overed so far; (iii) and only at this point to go ba k to step (i) to
of the CFG may be a tivated. The pro ess is iterated up to

he k whether new parts

onvergen e, whi h is guaranteed

be ause the CFG is nite.
In this example, guided stati
vated.

The as ending sequen e on the a tive part of the CFG dis overs

followed by a des ending sequen e
into a

analysis dete ts that only the then bran h is initially a tithat adds the bound

i ≤ 51.

0≤i=j

at node

2

Only at this point does it take

ount the a tivation of the else bran h. The te hnique restarts a new analysis from the

invariants inferred so far, and eventually obtains

(4)

Z1 = 51 ≤ i ≤ 102 ∧ j =−1.

Our last observation is the following:
(5) Thresholds are useful not only to bound

lfp(G),

but also to

temporarily

bound the as end-

ing iteration up to the a tivation of a new behavior.
In this example, widening with thresholds behaves like guided stati
threshold

3.3

onstraint

i ≤ 51

analysis, provided that the

is inferred.

Rationale for inferring thresholds

We made the following observations in the previous se tions:
(1)(2) For a while loop, the relevant threshold

onstraints are found in the post ondition of the

guard of the loop by its body.
(3) Computing this post ondition may imply a xpoint
ontains loops; but then it implies widening.
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(4) Threshold

9

onstraints inferred at a widening node should be propagated to the other

widening nodes of the CFG.
(5) Thresholds are useful not only to bound the extrapolation, but also to dete t the a tivation
of new behaviors and to emulate guided analysis.
Be ause of observations (1)(2)(4), we tried solutions
without trying to
unsu

onsisting in propagating

onverge to a xpoint be ause of observation (3).

onstraints,

We list below several

essful attempts we made to infer relevant thresholds in our running examples, in order to

motivate the solution proposed in this paper.
a) The rst idea to implement observations (1)(2) was to
xpoint

omputation by

ompute the rst steps of a greatest

omputing the rst term of the sequen e

Y0 = ⊤, Yn+1 = G(Yn ).

On the simple loop example of Fig. 2, we obtain

(2)

Y1

= {i = 0 ∧ j = 10} ⊔ {i ≤ j +3} = {i ≤ j +3}

whi h is the needed threshold
upper bound for

lfp(G)

a

onstraint, see Eqn. (7). This te hnique a tually provides an

ording to Tarski's theorem. However, for the example of Fig. 3

this te hnique fails to infer any information, be ause of the approximation indu ed by the
least upper bound:

(2)

Z1 = {i ≤ 10} ⊔ {j ≤ 10} = ⊤
b) We then

onsidered the disjun tive

ompletion

℘(A) instead of A for propagating thresholds.
A by set union. This works for the example

In pra ti e we repla e the least upper bound in

of Fig. 3 above, but not for the example of Fig. 4. Indeed, be ause of the self-loop labeled
by identity, we have

G2;2 (⊤)
(2)

Z1 =
) The remedy is

a1 ∪ a2

with

not to simplify disjun ts

a2

when

important threshold

n
1
2

z}|{
⊤ ∪{i ≤ 99} ∪ {i = 0} = ⊤

(2)

a1 ⊑ a2 ,

℘(A), i.e., we do not
a2 = ⊤. However we fail to

of abstra t values in

as we did above with

simplify
infer an

onstraint for the example of Fig. 5:

Zn
G1;2 ∪ G3;2
{i = j = 0} ∪ {j ≥ 10}
{i = j = 0} ∪ {j = 10}

(3)

Zn
G2;3
∪
G3;3
{i = 0∧j = 0} ∪ {i ≤ 9∧j = 0} ∪
{j ≤ 10}
{i = 0∧j = 0} ∪ {i ≤ 9∧j = 0} ∪ {i = 0∧j = 1} ∪ {i ≤ 9∧j = 1}
∪ {j ≤ 10}

i ≤ 10 does not appear in Z (2) as we would like to. This is be ause in Z (3) ,
the onstraint i ≤ 9 appears only in onjun tion with j = 0 or j = 1, hen e it is not propagated
by the edge 3 ; 2 whi h is guarded by the exit ondition of the inner loop j ≥ 10.
The

onstraint

d) The solution des ribed in Se tion 4 is thus a variant of the previous attempt in whi h after
omputing a transfer fun tion
a pure disjun tion of atomi
This way, we also take into a

W
W
G(k) , we deWompose the result of the form i Pi = i (∧j ci,j ) in
onstraints
i,j ci,j (seen as a disjun tion of onvex polyhedra).
ount observation (5).

Another intuition we did not expli itly refer to is the idea of propagating (ba kward to the loop
head) the negation of the tests atta hed to transitions exiting a loop [23℄. Our te hnique will
a tually propagate forward the

onditions for staying in the loop body, whi h has a similar ee t.

In addition, it also emulates guided analysis by propagating tests atta hed to
the loop.
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4 Inferring thresholds by propagating disjun tions
We assume the hypothesis of Se tion 2: we have to solve Eqn. (4), whi h is abstra ted in the
abstra t domain

A

into Eqn. (5) (

i.e., Y (k) = G(k) (Y )

equipped with a widening operator

with

Y = (Y (1) , . . . , Y (K) ) ∈ AK ). A

is

∇.

Denition 1 (Widening with thresholds) Given two abstra t values a1 , a2 ∈ A, and a nite
set T ⊆ A of

, we dene

threshold values

a1 ∇T a2 = (a1 ∇a2 ) ⊓

l
{a ∈ T | a1 ⊑ a ∧ a2 ⊑ a}

Su h a widening meets the te hni al assumptions of a widening, be ause the set of thresholds is
nite and ea h threshold either is satised by the

omputed post-xpoint, or has been violated

at some point and did not play any role later.

4.1

The method

Extra ting thresholds from an abstra t property.

We need to extra t threshold values

from an abstra t value, as sket hed in attempt (d) of Se tion 3.3.
We thus assume that we have an

extra tion fun tion π : A → ℘(Elt(A))

that extra ts, from

a ∈ A, a set of elementary abstra t values {a1 , . . . , at } that satises ∀i : a ⊑ ai . The
Elt(A) ⊆ A depends on the domain A and possibly on the widening operator ∇.
numeri al domains, Elt(A) is typi ally the set of numeri al onstraints on whi h abstra t

any value

denition of
For

values are built by



onjun tion:

For instan e, for boxes, o tagons or

onvex polyhedra, it is the set of

onstraints respe -

tively of the form ai xi ≥ b with ai ∈ {−1, 1}, ai xi + aj xj ≥ b with ai , aj ∈ {−1, 1}, or
P
i ai xi ≥ b with ai ∈ Q. π(a) extra ts from a the minimal set of su h onstraints dening

it.

A similar prin iple holds for Max-Plus polyhedra [24℄, although there is no unique

on-

straint representation.



Other domains are not dened dire tly as the

onjun tion of

onstraints. For instan e, in

the zonotope domain [25℄, an abstra t value represents the set of ve tors
equations of the form

j
zonotope, the ai 's are

∀0 ≤ i < n : xi =

x0i

+

P

j
0≤j≤m ai ǫj in whi h

x~0

~x ∈ Rn

is the

satisfying

enter of the

j
oe ients, and the ǫ 's are existentially quantied noise symbols

onstrained in the interval

[−1, 1].

The widening operator proposed in [26℄ pro eeds in

several step: (i) elimination of unstable noise symbols, (ii) then merging of unshared noise
symbols, (iii) and last, interval widening on the interval part.
interval thresholds, by dening
the zonotope

π

π(a)

as the set of

a.

is extended to the disjun tive domain

℘(A)

with

π(X) =

Propagating thresholds in the system of equations.
abstra ted into

℘(A)

rather than

A.

This

One

an thus

onsider

onstraints dening the bounding box of

S

a∈X

π(a).

We now assume that Eqn. (4) is

an be done by repla ing

⊔

by

∪

inside the fun tions

(k)
G(k) in Eqn. (5). We thus have an equation system T (k) = Gd (T ) with T = (T (1) , . . . , T (K) ) ∈
(℘(A))K . We also assume that, in the disjun tive domain ℘(A), disjun ts are not simplied
using the order
1

⊑

in

A.1

In our implementation, we just remove dupli ated values.
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n
1
2

(2)

(2)

Tn \ Tn−1
{i ≤ j +3, i = 0, j = 10}
{i ≤ 12, i = 2, j ≥ −1, j = 9}

n
1
2

k

2

3

Y (k)

i+2j = 20 ∧
3i ≤ 26 ∧ i ≥ 0

i+2j = 20 ∧
22 ≤ 3i ≤ 26

k
Y (k)

11

(2)

(2)

Tn \ Tn−1
{i ≤ 10, j ≤ 10, i = 0, j = 10}
{i = 1, j = 1}

2
0 ≤ i ≤ 10 ∧ 0 ≤ j ≤ 10

3
i = 10 ∧ j = 10

(b) Two non-deterministi loops example of Fig. 3

(a) Single loop example of Fig. 2
(2)

n
1
2
k
Y

(k)

(2)

Tn \ Tn−1
{i ≤ 99, i = 0, ⊤}
{i = 1}
2
0 ≤ i ≤ 99

(2)

n
1
2

3
1 ≤ i ≤ 100

2
j ≤ 10i ∧ i ≤ 10 ∧
0 ≤ j ≤ 10

k
Y (k)

( ) Single loop with break example of

(2)

Tn \ Tn−1
{j ≥ 10, i = 0, j = 0}
{i ≤ 10, j = 10, i = 1}

Fig. 4

(3)

(3)

Tn \ Tn−1
{i ≤ 9, j ≤ 10, i = 0, j = 0}
{i = 1, j = 1}
3
0≤i≤9 ∧
0 ≤ j ≤ 10

4
i = 10 ∧ j = 10

(d) Nested loops example of Fig. 5
Figure 7: Inferring thresholds and widening with thresholds on running examples

We infer thresholds by

onsidering the rst steps of the following sequen e:

(k)

T0
= ⊤℘(A) = {⊤A }
(k)
(k)
(0)
(k−1)
(k)
(K)
Tn+1 = π ◦ Gd (Tn+1 . . . Tn+1 , Tn . . . Tn )
N of iterations, we dene the set T (k)
(k)
= TN . In pra ti e, we take N = 2.

Given a number

k ∈ T

as

T

(k)

(8)

of threshold values atta hed to the node
This allows us to propagate

from loop heads to ea h node of their body (rst iteration) but also to propagate

onditions

onditions of

possible inner loops ba k to the head of the outer loops (se ond iteration).

Applying widening with thresholds.
dened by Eqn. (6) in whi h

(k)

Y0

∇T (k)
(k)

= ⊥ Yn+1 =

(

where

4.2

Finally we solve Eqn. (5) by

omputing the sequen e

repla es the standard widening operator

(k)

Y n ∇ Tk Y ′
Y′
′

Y =

if

∇:

k∈W

otherwise

(9)

(0)
(k−1)
(k)
(K)
G(k) (Yn+1 . . . Yn+1 , Yn . . . Yn )

Appli ation to the running examples

Figs. 7 shows the appli ation of our method to the examples des ribed in Se tion 3.
subgure, the upper table shows the thresholds

In ea h

omputed at ea h step while the lower table

gives the result of the as ending sequen e using thresholds. In all

ases, the as ending sequen e

dis overs the expe ted invariant.



We do not break equality

onstraints

e=0

in

e ≥ 0 ∧ e ≤ during

the inferen e of thresholds,

but we do it at the end of the inferen e. For instan e, in Fig. 7(d), the threshold
node 2 is extra ted from the value



Although our method infers many useless threshold
quired ones (whi h are underlined). It
useful threshold
of Se tion 3.3.
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j ≤ 10

at

j = 10.
onstraints, it does infer all the re-

an be noti ed that the se ond iteration step adds

onstraints only in the nested loop example: this

onrms observation (4)
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The number of useless threshold
itself, and it in reases the

n

a sequen e of

onstraints might be a

omputation

12

on ern: it slows down the inferen e

ost of widening with thresholds.

n
onditionals might generate 2 threshold

For instan e,

onstraints at the end of the

sequen e. We did not yet study pruning heuristi s, whi h are dis ussed in Se tion 5 Yet
in this

4.3

ase,

onvex polyhedra dened by one

onstraint have a

heap

omplexity.

Generalizing the method to stru tured abstra t domains.

abstra t domain A. Widening
F and on the basi domain A.
The method of Se tion 4.1 would infer thresholds in the domain ℘(F[A]). However, it might be
more relevant to onsider instead the domain F[℘(A)], or even ℘(A) if the stru ture F does not
Some abstra t domains are built as fun tors
on su h domains is a

F[A] on top of a basi

ombination of widening on the stru ture

require thresholds. We illustrate this issue on two examples.
The

BddApron library [27℄ implements the domain A

BN

= Bm → AN

for abstra ting

on-

m → ℘(Rn ) ≃ ℘(Bm ×Rn ), where AN is a numerrete logi o-numeri al properties belonging to B
n
N
i al abstra t domain for ℘(R ) equipped with a widening ∇ . Abstra t elements are e iently

mtbdds. Widening on A

BN

represented with
a ts only on
We

N

A

is dened as

.

ould dene

∇BN
T

f ∇BN g = λ~b ∈ Bm . f (~b)∇N g(~b)

and

π BN (f ) = {λ~b.Y | Y ∈ π N ◦ f (~b)} ⊆ ABN . But as
BN
and the fun tion
we an dene the operator ∇T

with Def. 1 and dene

no widening is performed on the Boolean part,

π BN in a more spe
way:
S iN and~e ient
BN
N
 π (f ) = ~b π ◦ f (b) ⊆ A extra ts the
N
~
 f ∇BN
= λ~b . f (~b)∇N
T
T g(b) where T ⊆ A .

set of

numeri al

thresholds in

f;

We implemented this later solution in our Con urInterpro tool [28, 29℄ whi h exploits the
BddApron library, in order to perform the experiments des ribed in the next se tion.
Our se ond example is the latti e automata abstra t domain dened in [9℄ for abstra ting
properties on unbounded sequen es of elements, belonging to the domain
motivation is the analysis of FIFO

hannels in

C = ℘ (Rn )∗

Reg(AN ) in is the set of latti e automata, that

are nite automata, the transitions of whi h are labelled with elements of some numeri al

AN .

Su h an automaton re ognizes words of atomi

rst automaton of Fig. 8( ) re ognizes the word

. The

ommuni ating systems ex hanging numeri al

data, see Fig. 8(a). The proposed abstra t domain
latti e



atomi

abstra t elements; for instan e, the

(i = 0 ∧ p = 1) · (i = 0 ∧ p = 2)2 .

Widening on

su h automata pro eeds in two steps: the rst one bounds the size of the automata, the se ond
one deals with the



onvergen e of numeri al properties labelling the transitions:

If the two argument automata have a dierent stru ture, widening simplies the stru ture
by merging states and transitions.



Otherwise, the labelled transitions of ea h automaton
ing

onsists in applying the widening operator

∇N

an be asso iated pairwise. Widen-

on su h pairs of labels and in returning

an automaton with same stru ture, see Fig. 8( ).
In pra ti e, thresholds are not needed on the automata stru ture, so we propose to
domain

Reg(℘(AN ))

the numeri al thresholds
the automaton in

onsider the

for propagating thresholds, and at the end of the inferen e to gather all

T ⊂ AN . Fig. 8(b)
(8) with N = 2, from

orresponding to the dierent labels in a set
N

Reg(℘(A )) obtained by the sequen e of Eqn.
T . We then repla e ∇N with ∇N
T in the widening

one extra ts the set

shows
whi h

sket hed above.

The automata re ognizing languages on Fig. 8(b)( ) are labelled with abstra t values on
both variables
relates the

i

and

p

: this is be ause we use the non-standard semanti s dened in [9℄ that

ontent of the FIFO queue

q

to the

urrent value of variables manipulated by the

pro ess. Fig. 8( ) shows the last but one appli ation of widening, whi h is the rst appli ation
of widening in the analysis for whi h the two arguments have the same stru ture. The analysis
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i = 0 ∨ i = 1 ∨ i ≤ 10,

i=0
q=ǫ

p = i ∧ i ≤ 9?
q=p · q

1

(a) Pro ess pushing value
queue

13

p = i−1 ∨ i ≤ 10

p into

p = i−2 ∨ i ≤ 10 ∨ ⊤

T = {i = 0, i = 1, i ≤ 10, i = p+1, i = p+2}

q

(b) Inferred thresholds with

0 ≤ i ≤ 2,

0 ≤ i ≤ 10,

0 ≤ i ≤ 3,

0 ≤ p ≤ 1 ∧ i = p+1

N =2

0 ≤ p ≤ 2 ∧ i = p+1

0 ≤ p ≤ 9 ∧ i = p+1
=

∇T

0 ≤ p ≤ 1 ∧ p+1 ≤ i ≤ p+2

p=0 ∧ i=2

( ) Last but one widening with thresholds (i ≤ 10,

0 ≤ p ≤ 9 ∧ p+1 ≤ i ≤ p+2

p+1 ≤ i and i ≤ p+2 are preserved)

Figure 8: Inferen e of thresholds and widening with thresholds on latti e automata
Program

Guided vs Standard

test5

=
0/4
=
=
2/0

test6
test7
test8
test9

Poli y vs Guided

Thresholds vs Poli y

4/0
6/ − 4
9/0
4/0
4/0

=
0/4
−4/0
=
=

test1, test2, test3, test4: same results (simple examples)

N1/N2 in

improved

olumn A vs B: number N1 of

additional

nite interval bounds found by te hnique A
CFG;

nite interval bounds and number

N2

of

ompared to te hnique B, in all the program

= indi ates identi al results.

Table 1: Comparison between standard, guided, poli y iteration, and thresholds te hniques using
the box domain, on the examples of [4℄
onverges to the automaton on the right in Fig. 8( ) modied by removing the

onstraint

i ≤ p+2.

On su h an example, narrowing following widening without thresholds would not re over the
information

p≤9

for all the elements in the FIFO queue, be ause in the abstra tion the size of

the FIFO queue is unbounded.

5 Experiments and on luding remarks
We implemented our inferen e te hnique for the
used by the

Con urInterpro

BddApron logi o-numeri al abstra t domain

tool, as des ribed in Se tion 4.3.

2 We rst

onsider the box

standard Kleene iteration with widention 2; (2) the guided stati analysis te hnique

abstra t domain, and three alternative methods: (1) the
ing and des ending sequen e, as des ribed in Se
of [18℄; (3) and the
to

poli y iteration te

hnique of [4℄ mentioned in the introdu tion, whi h is able

onverge to the least xpoint under some assumptions; it is a tually implemented only in the

simpler

Interpro

tool [30℄. Tab. 2

ompares the results of the 4 methods on the examples

of [4℄, whi h are purely numeri al, by

ounting the total number of better bounds inferred by

one te hnique over the other. On these tri ky examples:


2

Guided analysis is always better than standard analysis;

These experiments are available and an be run with the online version of the analyzer, see [29℄.
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CFG Size

Program

Standard

#K/#F

Time

Guided

Pre .

Time

14

Inf. of Thres.

Pre .

Thresholds

Time

Av.nb.

Time

Pre .

Sequential, intrapro edural programs
loop1

3/3

0.02

=

0.03

=

0.02

14

0.02

=

loop_nondet

3/4

0.03

B

0.03

B

0.02

12

0.04

A

loop_reset

4/6

0.01

B

0.01

B

0.01

6

0.02

A

loop2

4/5

0.06

B

0.09

B

0.02

12

0.08

A

gopanreps

4/6

0.06

B

0.09

A

0.04

16

0.08

A

loop2Bis

5/7

0.14

B

0.24

B

0.07

18

0.20

A

gopanrepsBis

5/8

0.29

B

0.49

B

0.28

39

0.85

A

nestedLoop

5/8

0.61

B

0.68

B

0.58

39

0.72

A

sipma91

7/11

0.35

B

0.42

B

0.57

33

0.37

A

ar

3/4

0.06

=

0.07

=

0.01

14

0.06

=

on urrent_loop

9/16

0.04

B

0.04

B

0.07

8

0.05

loop2_TLM

24/26

0.24

B

0.25

B

1.63

19

0.33

A

barrier_ ounter_2

61/108

1.71

B

1.91

B

2.09

18

4.90

A

barrier_ ounter_3

405/847

158.00

B

190.00

B

1553.00

78

1096.00

A

Con urrent programs

Programs with non-inlined pro edure

A
+

+
+

alls

loop2_re

15/18

0.25

B

0.42

B

1.88

28

0.47

A

gopanreps_re

9/11

0.22

B

0.38

A

2.17

46

0.46

A

loop2Bis_re

16/20

1.07

B

1.74

B

23.75

43

1.25

A

gopanrepsBis_re

17/21

3.29

B'

9.23

A

651.00

82

9.86

loop2_TLM_re

34/38

0.86

B

0.86

B

17.76

20

1.97

B
+
A

#K/#F: size of the CFG, with #K the number of ontrol nodes and #F the number of basi blo ks;
Time: running times in se onds, on a Ma Book Air (Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.13 GHz); Pre .: relative
+
pre ision: A is best, C is worse; A indi ates the proof of a spe i property; Av.nb. : average number
of inferred threshold

onstraints at ea h CFG node.

Table 2: Comparison between standard, guided and our te hnique (inferen e+analysis), using
the

onvex polyhedra domain



Poli y iteration is better than guided analysis, with the ex eption of

test6, where it infers

6 additional nite bounds, but where 4 of the other inferred bounds are less a

urate.

Widening with thresholds does stri tly better than the other te hniques here.



test7 is the only example for whi

iteration, but still more a

h widening with thresholds is less a

urate that guided analysis.

These experiments showed us the usefulness of
is inferred. Typi ally, if we have a
will be propagated to the

outer

inner

loop

onsidering also the

onstraint

while (x>=1) do x,

loop head, whereas it is the

the exit

onstraint

x≥0

as a threshold at this point.
We then

onsidered the

nite-state variables, Tab. 1.

urate than poli y

onvex polyhedra abstra t domain
Poli y iteration

ombined in

x≥0

when

onstraint

x≤0
x≤0

whi h is relevant

BddApron with

ould not be experimented, be ause it applies

only to template-like domains as dis ussed in the introdu tion. For all but 5 of these examples,
widening with thresholds is stri tly more pre ise than the standard or guided analyses, and it is
less pre ise than guided analysis for a single example. W.r.t. e ien y,



For the sequential, simple examples, the additional

ost

an be

onsidered moderate (at

most a fa tor 2.0, in luding the inferen e time), even when the number of inferred thresholds is
not so small;



For

on urrent programs, the additional

ases, typi ally

barrier_ ounter_3 for whi

omplexity is higher and may be dramati

in some

h the number of thresholds have an impa t of the

analysis time (fa tor 6.0 w.r.t. standard analysis, besides the inferen e time). The performan e
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problem here
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ould be xed easily by performing a thread-modular inferen e, whi h would infer

the required thresholds on these examples ( he ked by manual inspe tion);



For relational interpro edural analysis, we also have a performan e problem, whi h results

from the pro edure return operation that implies a relation
applied to disjun tions of
many useless

onstraints are

onstraints, the

omposition between abstra t values;

ost is quadrati !

A manual inspe tion shows that

ombined in this way. This problem desserves further investigations.

Observe however that the te hnique infers the right thresholds, when for instan e nested loops
are implemented as tail re ursive
To

X_re

alls (

on lude, our te hnique is very su

ments for

versions of

on urrent and re ursive programs.

Abstra t a

omputes

α ◦ F∗ ◦ γ

instead of the less pre ise

e iently with our te hnique. In parti ular we
thresholds

ar

eleration [17℄ might be better than our te hnique, for instan e on the

ample, be ause it

edLoop

X examples).

essful w.r.t. pre ision, but needs e ien y improve-

ould use a

reated in outer loops. However abstra t a

(α ◦ F ◦ γ)∗ .

It should

ex-

ombine

elerated transitions to propagate

eleration alone does not solve the

nest-

example with 3 nested loops, and is hardly appli able if loops are transformed in

tail-re ursive

alls. [31℄ gives some details about the use of thresholds in the

They infer thresholds only for single variables, and they

Astrée analyzer.

onsider intrapro edural programs (pro-

edures are inlined).
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